
 

Windows 10 Upgrade Tips from Diana Grubb SSVCC VP of Programs 
Downloads in the background 

Asks if you want to install now or schedule. (I suggest waiting until September) 

BACK-UP YOUR SYSTEM BEFORE INSTALLING!! 

Install takes about 1 to 2 hours depending on model and age of computer 

I recommend that you select the express set up during installation when asked rather than selecting the 
customized settings because the way options are grouped are a bit confusing.  You can go back to settings 
to customize more specifically what you want after installation: Windows button>Settings>Privacy 

Problems: 

If you experience problems with battery power, such as won’t charge, continually shuts down or goes into 
sleep mode, disable Microsoft ACPI Compliant Control Method Battery in the “Safe Mode” (found by going 
to the power charm, and simultaneously pressing shift and restart). 

Positives: 

All data, picture, music files should be available as before, although some of the programs Win 10 uses for 
music and videos are different and tailored to work best with Win 10. 

All additionally added programs such as Microsoft Office 2013, Adobe XI, Photoshop, etc. should still be 
available and usable. (back-up just in case) 

Win 10 opens to the desktop. Click the windows button or icon to get to apps which display in the left half 
of the screen. (calls everything an app (“all apps” not “all programs”). If you prefer the Win 8.1 look, you 
can change this to the full screen view: Windows button>Settings>Personalization> Start>Use Full Screen. 

Apps display can be grouped and customized much the same way they were in Win 8.1. Hold until “glow” 
then drag to new location. Right click to change size or appearance of tile. 

Cortana does a great job as the new search tool to search your computer or the web. You can verbally ask a 
question and she will verbally respond, or you can type your question and get a written answer. 

We have heard good things about the new “Edge” browser including the ability to mark up a page on your 
screen for printing and a “Reader” icon that will block advertisements while you read a page. 

Overall: 

The advice given before the release to wait until September to do your upgrade is still good advice!  Not all 
computer brands were ready for the upgrade and some of their drivers must currently be manually 
installed. Automatic updates will assuredly catch up. Unless you feel comfortable enough with your 
computer skills to do a lot of research on making changes to suit your specific computer, wait until a few 
more updates are released and bugs are worked out. Unless you feel comfortable enough with your 
computer skills to do a lot of research on making changes to suit your specific computer, wait until a few 
more updates are done and bugs are worked out. 


